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Executive Summary
Imagine this. You’re sitting in a restaurant, patiently waiting for your meal to
arrive, when all of a sudden you remember something important for work or school that
you cannot forget! In a panic, you reach for anything you can write on while the thought
is still fresh in your mind. You grab a napkin and a pen, and you hope and pray that you
don’t lose it. What now? DigiScribe has the answer for you.
With a mission that states ¨modernizing your daily life by incorporating
efficient high tech tools that merge paper and pen with the digital world¨, DigiScribe is
a C-Corporation based in Hewlett, New York.
DigiScribe has two target markets. The primary target market consists of
individuals, ages 17-65, as people in this age range are the most dependent on
technology for daily usage. The secondary market is directed towards businesses rather
than individuals. In 2019, 85% of small business owners reported that technology usage
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aided in their success, let alone technology’s effect on big businesses . These customers
are constantly seeking new and more efficient technology to enhance their productivity.
DigiScribe has three products: The DigiPen, DigiScanner, and the
DigiTranslate, each created to modernize your daily life by merging paper, pen and
technology. The prices of the products are reasonable, appealing to the middle and
upper class. Right now, DigiScribe’s products are available online only, and can be
purchased through the website. The company has a large social media presence on
platforms such as Twitter, Instagram, and TikTok, in which advertisements, promotion
codes, and upcoming events are shared and announced. The company also utilizes email and an easy-to-use website to promote and sell the products.

i

DigiScribe’s short term goals include updating and modifying the
pre-existing product line and enhancing customer service. Long term goals consist
of introducing a new line of products, as well as finding a suitable organization to
partner with to become a more socially responsible business.
DigiScribe launched without incurring debt. In October of 2020, DigiScribe
was fortunate enough to be approached by several Angel Investors who invested
$150,000 in the company, in total. This equity investment has negated the need for
any debt financing to the company’s benefit. This initial investment, coupled with
our progressive sales and frugal spending, has led to a cash balance of $503,353 on
February 28, 2021, leaving DigiScribe with the capital needed to reinvest in the
company and help it expand and grow. To date, DigiScribe has approximately
$444,000 in sales, and the company is looking to increase this number by enhancing
its marketing techniques and reaching out to more firms and individuals to increase
sales. In January, 2021, the company reached its break-even point with $355,000 in
sales at that time. With the help of hard-working employees and passionate
customers, DigiScribe’s sales are projected to increase exponentially.
With today's technologically-savvy consumer in mind, DigiScribe tapped into a
booming electronics market to introduce innovative ways to bridge the gap between
the old school pen and paper and today's modern computer-driven world. Poised
for growth, the success of the company is evident in operations to date and this
continued prosperity is anticipated in the future.
Ian Isseks
Chief Executive Officer
DigiScribe
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Business Rationale
Customer Empathy
The Covid-19 pandemic and its global impact has shown that there is a need to
merge the pen and paper of yesterday with the technology of today. Students,
teachers, businesses, and everyone in between were abruptly forced to function
remotely and rely on their computers as a means to get their work done. This left
behind the many who may prefer writing by hand or reading from an actual book.
Employees and the like were thrown devices they were not sure how to operate, and
with limited guidance, many drowned in the wave pool of stress, fear, and anxiety
created by this quick adaptation. Additionally, many were persistent in refusing to
acclimate to fully functioning on a computer, and continued to work with both
paper and pen and technology, thus lengthening the work process. However, the
pandemic had only exacerbated this already-existing problem. In fact, in 2015,
NeoLAB surveyed 1,000 working professionals to find out their meeting notetaking habits and preferences. The answer was clear: nearly 3 out of 4 respondents
prefer taking meeting notes with pen and paper, and associate handwritten notes
6
with higher retention.
People prefer the familiarity of writing by hand or the feel of reading from a
book while simultaneously enjoying the efficiency of technology. DigiScribe
understands that time is precious, and it shouldn’t be wasted trying to retype other
people’s text found in books and papers or even your own written work. This
process becomes even more daunting when the text is in a foreign language.
DigiScribe wants to merge the past and present to create a more efficient future and
reduce the fear brought on by new technology by elevating familiar writing tools to
have digital functionality.
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Problem Statement
Technology has advanced rapidly over the past few decades, and the extensive
imagination and creation of technology proves that the possibility of new inventions
is endless. However, along with innovation can come problems. According to a
2015 study by Microsoft, people now generally lose concentration after eight
7
seconds, highlighting the effects of an increasingly digitized lifestyle on the brain.
This, paired with the lengthy process of transferring written text to an electronic
device, is a recipe for disaster, and requires immediate attention for this problem to
be solved. The existing problem lies within the costly amount of time this process
takes, rather than the clarity of working on paper. After a person has gone through
the trouble of writing down information, there is still the added step of typing it into
the computer. How can one bridge the gap between written text and on-screen
writing? With a society that is heading in the direction of the digital world with no
sign of turning back, there must be a way to ease and simplify the transition from
pen to screen.

Ideal State
DigiScribe aims to combat that wave pool of emotions by simplifying the
transition from pen and text to screen. DigiScribe cuts out the middleman and
allows consumers to go directly from their pen to the screen. In addition, time also
shouldn’t be wasted trying to retype other people’s text found in books, magazines,
etc. This process becomes even more daunting when the text is in a foreign
language. DigiScribe’s products reduce the inconvenience found with new
technology when it is coupled with traditional writing by elevating familiar writing
tools to have digital functionality. This allows consumers to gain comfort and
familiarity with rapidly-advancing technology.
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Company Goals

17
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About the Business
Company Overview
DigiScribe is a company that looks to transform its customer’s ability to bring
written text to the computer screen with ease. DigiScribe was founded in September,
2020 as a C-Corporation. This type of company reduces the personal liabilities of
shareholders, investors, and employees, as well as allow for the reinvestment of profit
at a lower tax rate. Founded in Hewlett, New York, DigiScribe was fortunate enough to
have three Angel Investors, who invested $150,000 in total, who provided the start-up
funding capital that was needed to start operations. Coupled with $20,000 in seed
money that was given by Long Island VEI Central Office, DigiScribe has launched its
company without the need for long-term debt financing.

Mission Statement
Modernizing your daily life by incorporating efficient high-tech tools that merge
paper and pen with the digital world.

Organization
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SWOT Analysis
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External Environment
Current Economic Conditions
Despite a hit to the U.S. economy last year, Americans still spent money on
goods, particularly on-line. With the stay at home orders mandated in almost all
states, the internet has become a strong avenue for consumers and many have left
behind the process of traditionally shopping for goods in person. Undoubtedly, the
COVID-19 pandemic has changed the way consumers shop. The US e-commerce
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market rose 15.8% from 2019, with 21% of all purchases coming from online sales.
There is an upward trend of economic indicators from March and April of
2020, to today. Most notably, from the third quarter of 2020 onward, the U.S.
economy has seen the beginnings of an economic recovery from the harm caused by
the pandemic., The GDP for the third quarter increased 38% at an annual rate, or
$1.64 trillion, to reach an overall GDP of $21.16 trillion. During this expansionary
third quarter of the business cycle, unemployment rates nationwide fell by 8% from
an all-time high of 14.7% in April. As of the end of February, 2021 the
unemployment rate has fallen to 6.2% and projections are that it will continue to fall
10
as more and more businesses begin to reopen and expand their operations.
Recently, the third stimulus package was passed by Congress which pushes
$1.9 trillion into an already rebounding economy. During the first month of 2021,
household income has already risen by 10% showing signs of progress. Coupled
with a 2.4% growth in consumer spending from the beginning of the year, as 2021
10
progresses in the following months, there will be positive economic growth in 2021.
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Industry Analysis
Consumer electronics are part of society’s daily lives and DigiScribe products
fall into this industry classification. Hampered by the rapid spread of the COVID-19
pandemic, the production capacity of many in the consumer electronics industry
was disrupted due to supply chain issues and a shortage of raw materials. This had a
larger impact on industry leaders such as Apple, Microsoft and Samsung as their
large market share means they require more resources to operate efficiently. Smaller
companies did not feel this impact as drastically. As mentioned, these market
leaders dominate the consumer electronics market, leading to an industry that sees
intense competition amongst its members. Despite the issues faced, sales in the
industry as a whole remained consistent throughout last year and, according to the
industry forecast, as 2020 came to an end and in the first quarter of 2021, the market
has begun to regain momentum. In fact, according to a Statista Global Consumer
Survey, revenue in the Consumer Electronics segment is projected to reach $415
billion dollars in 2021 and reach a staggering 1.757 billion dollars by the end of
3
2024.
Out of the 417 firms within the VEI marketplace, DigiScribe faces no direct
competition and enters the Electronics and Computers industry. Currently, 22% of
those firms also categorize themselves under the Electronics and Computers
5
industry. There’s a wide array of products and high-tech gadgets offered by these
firms, but none can compare to the ingenuity and efficiency of DigiScribe. Similar
to the real world, it is expected that the demand for consumer electronics will
continue to be strong.
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Competitive Analysis: Real World
reMarkable: CEO Magnus Wanberg founded reMarkable in order to create a
device that would offer a pure, paper-like experience, but be connected and
12
limitless, as an elegant tool for thinking in the digital age. Although reMarkable
offers an experience similar to DigiScribe, their main focus is not to save time that
7
shouldn’t be wasted on simple tasks. Additionally, reMarkable limits its consumers
to using its marker strictly on the reMarkable tablet. DigiScribe goes beyond the
limits of all devices, and allows consumers to use its products on any and every
surface. DigiScribe’s prices are also more reasonable than reMarkable’s, as the
company believes people should be able to have the highest quality appliances for
an affordable cost.
VuPoint: VuPoint is a company whose goal is to provide solutions to enrich human
experiences with innovative products through creative designs, product practicality,
16
and strong technical foundations . Specifically, VuPoint’s Magic Wand can
compete with DigiScribe’s DigiScanner, as both devices are designed to scan
documents and text. The Magic Wand looks complicated to use and hard to operate.
DigiScribe understands that technology can be tricky sometimes, so it should
always be simplified when possible. The DigiScanner has one simple and easy
scanning function to achieve efficiency and not overwhelm customers. Moreover,
the Magic Wand requires batteries and a memory card, and cannot even be
connected to a computer when scanning. Meanwhile, the DigiScanner is focused on
propelling customers into the future of technology, thus relying on USB and
bluetooth technology.
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Apple: Apple proves to be the most extreme level of competition for DigiScribe, as
they are one of the dominating companies in the computer electronics industry. The
company is constantly modifying and expanding their product line, making it more
2
difficult for other technology companies to keep up. Despite that, DigiScribe has
found a way to get ahead of Apple when comparing the DigiPen to the Apple
Pencil. According to a 2018 study, 45% of technology users use Apple products. 11
Therefore, the remaining 55% of technology users don’t have the opportunity to use
the Apple Pencil. Also, the Apple Pencil is only compatible with iPads, exclusively
limiting the customers’ use of the product. DigiScribe’s DigiPen differentiates and
outshines the Apple Pencil, for it can be used on any and every surface and paired
to any device - not just one specific device. And while the features may be similar
between the two, the DigiPen is the more affordable option, making it the more
efficient option as well.

Competitive Analysis: Virtual World
DigiScribe does not face any direct virtual competition. No other virtual
company creates products that merge pen and paper with the digital world.
DigiScribe’s on-the-go products are unique in the virtual world. However,
DigiScribe has identified two indirect competitors:
Appalachian Business
Appliances and TechTastic.
Appalachian Business Appliances: Appalachian Business Appliances shares a
similar mission with DigiScribe, in that they claim to create products that make life
1
more efficient for businesses around the world . However, their target market is
limited to just businesses, whereas DigiScribe strives to achieve technological
efficiency for both businesses and individuals. One of their top-selling products is
the Multi-Desk, which allows for the “access to touch technology without limiting
the work space.” DigiScribe differentiates itself from Appalachian Business
Appliances in that its customers are not tied down to a desk, and they are granted
the ability to take notes, copy down information, and translate wherever they are.
9

TechTastic: TechTastic is a virtual company that designs technology-based
clothing and a digital planner for their customers. Similar to DigiScribe, TechTastic
14
is looking to help students with their everyday lives, though DigiScribe’s target
market has expanded beyond the means of just students. Moreover, TechTastic’s
desire for their products is not clear. DigiScribe is ready to combat the ongoing
problem of transferring written text to screen, and reduce the time and effort it takes
to do so. An understanding of the issue, the target markets, and a determined
mindset is what sets DigiScribe apart from its virtual competitor.

Marketing Plan
Target Market
To allocate advertising resources in the most profitable direction, DigiScribe
has highlighted two target markets. The primary target market is based on groups
that are generation specific. Those falling in the category of Generation Z and
beyond have grown up using technology as a basis for mostly everything in their
lives and therefore, are deeply reliant on it. According to Business Insider, Gen-Z
currently has purchasing power worth $143 billion and that is expected to grow in
the coming years 9 . This age group has a dependence on technology that makes
them hungry for tools that can allow them to work smarter, not harder, and as a
result they are always looking for new devices to make their lives easier. Born
earlier, Generations X and Y were not raised on technology, however they have
come to embrace the changes that have taken place. For example, 76% of those in
Generation X own a tablet or computer with the percentage even higher for those in
9
Generation Y . Even with this high level of conformity, both generations often like
to revert back to basic writing tools.
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Target Market (cont.)
To keep up with their younger counterparts, these generations are looking for a way
to work in a means that comes natural to them but also have the ability to transform
information onto technological devices.
The secondary target market is focused on businesses. In 2019, 85% of small
15
business owners reported that technology usage aided in their success. As a result,
businesses are constantly seeking new and more efficient technology to enhance
their productivity.

Market Segmentation
Demographics: For reasons stated above, DigiScribe targets consumers aged 1465, both men and women. This range allows for the capture of people in Generation
X through those of today, who are believed to be the people who are most likely to
use technology and new tools to help them be more productive in an easier way.
Geographics: DigiScribe products are most in demand in areas that have
businesses and schools that utilize technology as they are the areas where most
people would use these products. As such, cities and towns in both urban and
suburban areas are the predominant locations for DigiScribe’s target market.
Socio-Economic: DigiScribe’s products will mostly be used by people who are
using technology. As a need and not a want, middle to upper class people are those
directly targeted by DigiScribe. The products are geared towards people that have
discretionary income to spend on wants after purchasing their necessities.
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Marketing Mix
Products: DigiScribe currently sells three easy to use products that aim to meet the
mission of modernizing one’s daily life by incorporating efficient high tech tools
that merge paper and pen with the digital world.
The original DigiPen is a motion-tracking 2-in-1 stylus and ink pen that can
sense any writing or drawing on any surface. The ink feature of the pen allows the
user to remain connected with both paper and technology. Even though the DigiPen
contains an ink feature, paper is not a necessity. Any surface will suffice. The
DigiPen also includes a bluetooth feature. Its bluetooth feature allows your writing
to be communicated directly to any paired device when in range. The DigiPen can
be used out of range of the device as well. When out of range, the DigiPen stores
any writing in the gadget to then be automatically synced to the paired device when
plugged into it to charge. This feature allows the user to truly merge pen and paper
with technology.
The DigiScanner makes it easy to copy and paste information to your device
from written text simply by rolling over it. This tool functions as an electronic
highlighter, in the sense that you can identify and copy important information from
textbooks, booklets, and papers and have them transferred to the electronic device
of your choice. The DigiScanner allows the user to combine both paper and screen
while saving time. The DigiTranslate has the same functionality as the
DigiScanner, but it allows for the translation of another language of text to the
user's chosen language. Currently, the DigiTranslate can translate five languages:
English, Spanish, French, Italian, and Russian, but the DigiScribe team is working
on implementing more languages to this tool. This product makes communication
easier and can be used everyday.
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Prices: DigiScribe offers products as a stand-alone purchase or as part of a bundle
deal. Each product is competitively priced with similar products found in the
market. The bundle deals of ten of each item are geared towards businesses who
might want to purchase a large amount of a product to distribute to employees. In
addition, to make purchasing at Virtual Enterprise trade shows more efficient and
appealing, larger bundles with varying products in each one were created. Both
types of bundles offer discounted prices when compared to the purchase of an
individual item.
Placement: Due to the current situation, all sales are made on-line through the
company's website and orders are shipped directly to the customer upon purchase.
Through all marketing, consumers are ultimately prompted to visit the company's
website where each product is described in detail, along with instructions for use.
DigiScribe has initiated a simple process for ordering a product or getting in touch
with the company's customer service representatives. In addition, the use of Zoom
and Google Meet have provided an opportunity to "meet" with prospective buyers
from other Virtual Enterprise organizations at both trade shows and during other
scheduled meeting times.

Promotion: DigiScribe is capitalizing on the use of social media marketing.
Currently, 3.78 billion people use social media daily, and that number is
13
growing exponentially . With social media occupying a majority of one’s
leisurely time in the digital age, along with the shrinking attention-span caused
by technology usage, the company recognizes the clever tactic of grasping the
attention of customers whenever possible. Social media allows businesses to
13

Promotion (cont.): apply its demographics to its outreach, making it easy to directly
contact the target market. DigiScribe’s two most used social media platforms are
TikTok and Instagram, as they appeal to both ends of the target market. TikTok
appeals to younger generations, while Instagram appeals to older generations. Through
these apps, DigiScribe has found clever ways in promoting its products, proving the
company can be flexible in its approach to marketing. DigiScribe’s Instagram is more
professional, and maintains a clean look through its advertisements and company
announcements. Meanwhile, DigiScribe’s TikTok is filled with short comedy videos to
entice the younger audience while promoting the products. Through strategically
placed advertisements on all platforms, DigiScribe prompts consumers to visit their
website, where they can learn even more about the products, get seasonal discounts
and hopefully, purchase a product.
DigiScribe also utilizes email to promote to individuals and other businesses.

Through targeted email blasts, professional emails are crafted and sent out by the
sales team, often featuring limited discounts, advertisements, and promo codes to be
used at checkout.

Business Risks
The company faces several risks to its business plan that will require the company
to adjust and expand upon its existing product line. First, as the younger generations,
who tend to rely solely on technology to do all tasks from the start, become a larger
part of the purchasing base in the market, the need to transfer from pen/text to
computer may diminish. In addition, as other companies perfect the technology of talk
to text, the use of DigiScribe products may face a decline in demand.
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Financial Planning
Break-Even Analysis
The
break-even
analysis
is
composed of the average selling
price per sale, average cost of goods
sold per sale, average profit rate,
and our annual fixed cost. When
taking into account the average
selling price per sale and cost of
goods sold per sale, the financial
team was able to calculate
DigiScribe’s gross profit margin to
be 80%. DigiScribe also determined
the annual fixed costs for the year to
be $284,648, an important factor in
finalizing the break-even analysis.
These values were then used to
determine the “break-even” point as
a number of units and a dollar
amount of sales. In order to breakeven, DigiScribe must sell 663 units
or make $355,804 in sales.
DigiScribe reached its break-even
point during the Long Island
Regional Trade Show in January.
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Summary of Profit & Loss Statement
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Sales Projection Summary

Revenue Distribution Projected For Year Ending May 2021

Balance Sheet
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Balance Sheet (cont.)

Financial Write-Up
The Financial team at DigiScribe has analyzed information regarding the
current economy and has concluded that our company is in a good position to thrive
through this fiscal year. DigiScribe's Balance Sheet, Sales Projection Summary, and
the Profit & Loss Statement analysis all demonstrate that our company has the
ability to be successful as a new and growing business. DigiScribe’s financial
statements represent the month ending February 28, 2021.
In addition to the VE International seed money, DigiScribe started with three
$50,000 investments from Angel Investors in return for a percent of equity in our
company. These investments helped with the initial funding of operations and
allowed the company to pay October expenses. The various operating expenses,
excluding cost of goods sold, accumulates to $44,047.96 for the year thus far.
DigiScribe was able to pay expenses while still attaining a net income of $102,443.
The Profit and Loss Statement shows a net profit margin of 32%, which is a strong
percentage for the company’s first few months of operation.
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Financial Write-Up (cont.)
On the Balance Sheet, most notably, DigiScribe currently has $553,896 in cash.
We have no merchandise inventory as we utilize a dropship inventory process where
we do not keep the products we sell in stock. This cut our holding and insurance costs.
Instead, when a product is sold, DigiScribe purchases the item from the VE
International Wholesaler at a reduced price and has it shipped directly to the customer.
Holding no inventory is a method utilized to reduce the costs associated with carrying
merchandise. Our current fixed assets, which are computers and furniture, totaled to
$22,538, less accumulated depreciation. Current liabilities for the month of February
included Accounts Payable, Sales Tax Payable, and Payroll Tax Payable which totaled
$22,426. This short-term debt is a result of our accrual of costs that are paid in the
subsequent month.
In summary, DigiScribes financial statements, along with projected sales
revenues, indicate a profitable year for our company. The net profit margin, of 32%, is
currently very strong and is expected to grow in the future as DigiScribe continues to
sell more products. We project that DigiScribe will have a net profit of approximately
$102,443 and total sales of about $502,054. DigiScribe was expected to become
profitable no later than the trade show in January and this was achieved. As an
advanced bluetooth technology company, DigiScribe has a unique advantage over
other technology companies and we are financially in a position to grow and sustain as
a company.
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Appendix
Bank Statement as of February 28, 2021
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Employee Contract
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Angel Investors
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Angel Investors
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Angel Investors
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